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GETTING THE BEST FRIDGE PERFORMANCE
TIPS FOR USE IN HOT WEATHER

Please read the troubleshooting notes in the instructions!
When you
touch the
silver case at
the back double check
is it cold???

YES - Please
give the fridge
a chance to
cool

NO - Please read
the trouble
shooting page
and follow these
instructions

Please give the
fridge a chance
to cool

The fridge cools to 20oc lower than the air temperature in
the van as per all camping fridges.
This means in extreme heat, the fridge may not cool
efficiently. Note that the ambient temperature inside the van
may be hotter than the outside environment.
Always use on mains hook-up for the best performance,
where there is the option. Gas is efficient but it will take
longer to cool down.
12v will not cool!! It maintains whatever the temperature is
in the time that you are driving only.
Going out for the day? Use the fridge on gas when you are
parked up to keep the temperature cool. On a hot day, with
no fridge power - the fridge will not keep the items cold as
it's not as insulated as a fridge at home.
(Don't forget to switch off gas when driving as this can cause
carbon to blow in the contacts and the fridge will not work at
all until it is serviced).
Be fridge 'aware' when opening the fridge on a hot day, the
fridge's cool air will escape so be quick with getting things
in and out.
Please consider that adding new shopping will raise the
temperature and will require further time to be cooled again
If hot weather is expected - it is best to shop light. A fully
packed fridge will not allow the cold air to circulate at all
and therefore not cool your items.
USING THESE TIPS WILL ENSURE YOU GET THE BEST
PERFORMANCE FROM THE FRIDGE!!

